INTRODUCTION
Where muscles operate on their force-length (F-L) curve and how their length operating ranges are modulated is important for understanding the control, mechanics and energetics of locomotion. Muscle function at the plateau region of the F-L relationship may be regarded as favorable since maximal force output is achieved for a given level of muscle activation. In contrast to this view, it has been hypothesized that muscles function on the part of the F-L curve that matches the in vivo functional demand of the muscle [1] (e.g. ascending limb for stretch-shorten cycles). Furthermore, it has been proposed that muscles operating along the ascending limb of the F-L relationship are better able to withstand lengthening perturbations and are thus inherently more stable [2] .
The primary objective of this study was to establish the region of the F-L curve occupied by the soleus muscle (SOL) during walking and running in young adults using a novel experimental framework combining experimental subject-specific muscle length changes during gait with an experimental subject-specific muscle F-L relationship.
METHODS
Eight healthy, recreationally fit male subjects were recruited for this study (26 ± 3.51 years of age and 70.31 ± 9.18 kg; mean ± SD). Initially, a passive F-L relationships was determined for the SOL by recording simultaneous passive ankle joint torque (Biodex, M3, USA) and fascicle lengths (B-mode ultrasound; Telemed, Lithuania) across the ankle range of motion with the knee positioned at 130° to remove the torque contribution from the gastrocnemius muscles (Fig. 1) . Joint torque was converted to muscle force based on a subjectspecific Achilles moment arm and muscle pennation angle. An active F-L relationship was determined for the SOL from maximal isometric voluntary plantarflexion contractions with twitch interpolation, taking into account co-contraction (EMG-based estimates), synergist muscle contributions and changes in passive force. The experimental optimal fascicle length (L 0 ) was determined using a non-linear least square optimization routine implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) that minimized the sum of the squared differences between the experimental normalized peak active fascicle forces and those calculated from a theoretical whole-muscle F-L curve at the same normalized lengths [3] .
The F-L operating range of the SOL during walking (preferred speed) and running (3 m s -1 ) on a treadmill was examined by integrating motion analysis, B-mode ultrasound, EMG, and the subject's previously established F-L relationship within 2-3 days after the F-L assessments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All participants exhibited a plateau in the maximum voluntary SOL isometric force production. The estimated L 0 and the peak isometric force were 0.0377 ± 0.0069 m, and 3469.4 ± 720.0 N, respectively.
The experimental data matched closely to the theoretical whole muscle F-L curve [3] (Fig. 2 ). We found that the mean active muscle lengths reside predominantly on the shallow ascending limb of the F-L relationship in both gaits (0.70 -0.94 L 0 , walk; 0.65 -0.99 L 0 , run) (Fig. 3) . The active operating lengths were conserved, despite a fundamentally different fascicle strain pattern between walking (stretch-shorten cycle) and running (near continuous shortening). Interestingly, individuals with shorter L 0 undergo smaller absolute muscle excursions (p<0.05) so that the normalized length changes during walking and running remain independent of L 0 .
Figure 3:
The thick red and grey lines represent active and inactive normalized muscle lengths across the stride, respectively. The arrow represents the direction of muscle strain from the start to end of muscle activation. (a) walking at the subjects' preferred treadmill speed (b) running at 3 m s -1 .
CONCLUSIONS
These findings indicate that the SOL operating length is highly conserved despite gait-dependant differences in muscle-tendon dynamics, and appear to be preferentially selected for stable force production compared to optimal force output.
